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Do you want to discover the most treasured secrets of money magick? Acclaimed author, Damon

Brand, presents an exclusive system for attracting money.This proven magick works safely, without

wands, herbs, incense or candles. There is no need to pay the spirits, and there is no karma or

spiritual backlash. You get what you deserve, you get it fast and you get to spend it any way you

want. You will discover:The Master Money Ritual, using a sigil that contains a pattern of magickal

symbols.How to find your Secret Source of Money, to provide new streams of unexpected income.

A Ritual To Increase Sales, for anybody who sells a product of any kind.A Ritual For Buying and

Selling that ensures that you get the best deal when you are buying or selling anything, from a small

item to a house or business. The ritual to Get Somebody To Pay Up. When you are owed money,

use magick to get what belongs to you.The Genius Rituals, with a set of unique sigils to call on

intelligent and helpful spirits. A ritual to Attract Money Through Perception, for trading shares, or to

find out the best course of action in any money-making situation.The Chance Money Attraction

ritual, employing the power of Nitika in harmony with other genius spirits, to bring money out of the

blue.The Gambling Ritual, to increase your luck in lotteries and games of chance.A secret

technique, never revealed until now, for adding extra energy to your magickal workings. Damon

Brand says, â€˜Creating money with magick is one of the most direct and exciting ways to

experience the raw power of the occult.â€™Where the Magickal Cashbook gave just one method for

attracting a small burst of money and Wealth Magick worked on long-term career enhancement,

Magickal Riches contains practical rituals that continually manifest money. Developed from ancient

knowledge and modern occult technology, the major workings in this book have never been

published before, in any form. The secrets of Magickal Riches have been crafted by The Gallery of

Magick during the past thirty years. If you are completely new to magick, be assured that this

magick is safe and effective. It will work whether you believe in it or not. If you are an experienced

occultist, you will discover many new secrets for manifesting money.This exceptional work gives

you all the knowledge, techniques, images and secret words that you need to unleash a flow of

riches into your life.
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AMAZING results!I bought your Magickal Riches book last Thursday July 16th, 2015. Prior to that I

have been using the Magick Cash Book and words of Power (with excellent results) I also gifted

these books to both of my kids one who is active duty military (daughter) and one who will be soon

(son), both are together in Washington State. I sent my son the jobs book as well. He started the

rituals in the jobs book and within 2 weeks he was hired by the Department of Defense under the

Dept of Navy as a part time optical assistant with great pay and benefits! The VERY NEXT DAY

they offered him a full time position and a raise! Friday of this past week, he bought his very first

car!That's not all. My daughter recently moved back to the states from a 4-year tour in Japan. Upon

returning, the Navy screwed her back pay and BAH up to the point where her dad and I were having

to pay all of her and my sons bills as the Navy doesn't do ANYTHING fast... (3 months of this). She

started the Cash book on a Tuesday and they approved her BAH the NEXT DAY!I began using the

Magickal Riches book last Thursday for increased sales and to get people who owe to pay me. In

less than 24 hours a client who owed paid out of the blue. I thought the money was lost forever as

they disappeared. I am an adviser for an online psychic site (I'm empath- intuitive and specialize in

love and relationship issues in a NON-psychic way). My call volume has increased 70% in just 3

days! I also own an online boutique and have made double the sales I normally make on a

weekend! I just opened the boutique so low sales were to be expected... not anymore! I went from

struggling to make it all work to watching it just flow in. I have to pinch myself some days to make

sure it isn't a dream.Thank you SO much for sharing these books and the gifts they contain. If you're

wondering if the Magick really works. IT DOES! BELIEVE IT!!!



While I've just purchased this book and have not tried the rituals yet, I bought his other books and

already applied the techniques he shared in Magickal Protection and Wealth Magick. Damon Brand

is the real deal. In his books, he goes straight to the point without fluff. If you like extra padding for

the sake of making a book thicker, look elsewhere.If you're looking for clear and concise instructions

to get results without hard to get props, then you should consider Damon's books. I've had more

success from his books over the past few months than all the years combined with many other

books. I keep a diary to keep track and there are just too many coincidences with results happening

shortly afterwards.What he teaches is not obscure and untested, but techniques that have been

time tested by his coven and himself. I know one teacher who charges a 100 times more for a book

which teaches only a couple of techniques.If you like NAP, you'll most likely enjoy his books. I don't

normally write reviews, but the results I got from his techniques are almost phenomenal.

I've had 4 successes in less than a week with this book! So far I unexpectedly received cash, a

check, an invitation to make a very easy $200, and the person who owes me over 1k called me

tonight to say they're paying up (and we're not really on speaking terms). So about 1500 total and I

didn't work or sell anything, this all just appeared in my mailbox. I did the one to have a person pay

what they owe you, and I'm still working the master one since it needs to be done for 11 days.I own

and have had great results with most of this author's books,especially the angel ones. I'm very

grateful for his books. I'm still fairly inexperienced, I've worked with D.M. Kraig's book to start, tried

some folk stuff, and Cobb's NAP, but D.Brand's books have by far brought me the greatest and

fastest results and they are simple to do. You don't even need a candle, only the book. I feeI so at

ease when using them too. I fully recommend his books.

I have practiced magic and cast spells for over 20 years - I just happened to stumble across Damon

Brand by accident or maybe it was divine guidance - but I must say that this is the easiest and

fastest working magic I have ever done - this was my first book of his to purchase and since then I

have bought every one except job seeker just because I don't need it - but every book is amazing !

thank you for putting together such quality material!

I feel that Damon Brand is an amazing writer he takes a much misunderstood subject and makes it

fun and easy.I have read almost all of his books and they have in the space of five months brought

about big changes in how I feel and approach life and I mean big changes!I'm not rich yet but happy



is happy and even if the changes are internal his books are 'the business'.If you've ever thought life

would be better if magic was real buy this book and the authors other books and you might find it is!

This IS THE ONLY Author Who's Readers Can Get Good Advice on How to Use His Book's!,.As

Always He gives His Readers Their Moneys Worth, With Easy to use Rituals And Magick

Seal's!,For All Things Money!!,.BUY THIS BOOK And WIN!!!..

I just bought this book, as every one of his book it is a great source of knowledge! as he does not

only talk about the magick, but other very important topics to be successful on this path. But don't

be fooled by the simple way he exposes these secrets, there is a lot of things going on behind,

Recommend this book 120%
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